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THE SUM OF A DOUBLE SYSTEM OF GRAPHS
By a graph we shall mean a symmetrical graph i.e. G = = (VfR), where V is a non-empty finite set and R is a binary relation on V satisfying the following condition We admit loops in G. Let G1 = (V1,H1) and Gr, = (V2,R2) be graphs.
Definition. A mapping cp of the graph G^ into-the graph G? is said to be a homomorphism if i'he mapping cp will be called a strong homomorphism if A quadruple A= (Gwill be called a double system of graphs G^ = (V^R^ and G2 = (V2,R2i if cp is a strong homomorphism of G^ into i^» p is a strong homomorphism of (¡2 into G1 and V^Vj = 0.
For universal algebras similar systems were introduced by ri.Graczynska in [l] . Some general constructions of this kind for relational systems'were introduced by J.tionka in [3] .
A.Kocliriski in £2] considered also 2-component systems of graphs, however, he used not strong but simple homomorphisms. We construct a family of graphs in the following way. We define a mapping h: *" V 2 P u ' fc ' ,;:in 6 ^(v) = v€V.j and h(v) = v if veVg. Further we define a mapping g: V^Vg-»V^ putting g(u) = V(u) for u eV 2 and g(u) = u if uev^ Let f(x.j,x 2 ) be a boolean formula constructed from the variables x 1 and x 2 by means of logical functors A, For any such formula f we can construct a graph G^ putting = (V^Vg, R f ), where ihe graph is said to be the sum of a double system of the graphs ti^ and G 2 according to the formula f. We say that a graph G = (V,R) is the sum of -a double system of graphs G 1 = and Gg = (V 2 ,R 2 ) according to the formula f if V^Vj = V, V^Vj = 0 and if there exists a strong homomorphism of G^ into G 2 and a strong homomorphism of G 2 into G^ such that G = where (G^Gg.Jx.g). For example, the graph G in the figure 1 x-h e ore m . The mapping % ia a homomorphism of the algebra ® onto the algebra 5).
Proof.
Obviously % is a function onto. We show that % is a homomorphism. Let f^iJ and f^] e we have 
